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Kyoto University
Development of an MeV Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector


Abstract—An MeV gamma-ray imaging detector which makes a reconstruction of single photons possible has been developed. This MeV gamma-ray detector is a hybrid detector of a micro time projection chamber (micro-TPC) with a gaseous micro pixel chamber (μ-PIC) readout and an enclosing scintillation camera. We developed a prototype of the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector with the micro-TPC of 10 × 10 × 8 cm³ volume and an NaI(Tl) scintillator of 10 × 10 × 2.5 cm³ size read by 25 single anode PMTs of 3/4” diameters, and succeeded in reconstructing the gamma-ray events with a radioactive source. The angular resolutions of the prototype detector were limited mainly by the tracking accuracy of the micro-TPC for minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) which is determined by the gas gain of the μ-PIC. We have, thus, developed an electrode structure of the μ-PIC using a new manufacture technology in order to improve the gas gain. As a result, a gas gain which is three-times higher than that of the previous μ-PIC has been obtained. This result is in good agreement with the simulation. Owing to this improvement of the electrode structure, not only the high gas gain but also a good gain uniformity has been achieved.

Index Terms—Gamma-Ray Imaging, gaseous detector, micro-pixel detector, pattern detector, time projection chamber.

I. INTRODUCTION

A new imaging detector for reconstructing incident MeV gamma-rays event by event has been desired for years in astronomy. Since the present gamma-ray detectors with a double or multiple Compton method [1], [2] do not measure the direction of the recoil electron in the Compton scattering process, the direction of the incident gamma-ray is determined only by a Compton event circle. We proposed a new MeV gamma-ray imaging detector that is a hybrid detector of a micro time projection chamber (micro-TPC) with a gaseous micro pixel chamber (μ-PIC) readout and an enclosing scintillation camera. Since the micro-TPC can detect the three-dimensional fine (≈ sub-millimeter) tracks of the recoil electrons by electrodes with a pitch of 400 μm, event by event full reconstructions can be realized using both information from the micro-TPC and the enclosing scintillation camera for measuring scattered gamma-rays. Furthermore, the measured track of the recoil electron gives us an additional redundancy that can be used to reject almost all of the background by the kinematical constraint. A simulation study showed that a 30-cm cubic detector filled with Xe gas at 1.5 atm has detection efficiencies of ≈ 1% at 200 keV and ≈ 0.1% at 1.6 MeV [3].

We developed a prototype of the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector with the micro-TPC and the NaI(Tl) scintillator, and succeeded in obtaining the first gamma-ray image by full reconstruction with a radioactive source [3], [4], although angular resolutions and detection efficiencies were not sufficient. The angular resolutions of the prototype detector are limited mainly by the tracking accuracy of the micro-TPC for minimum ionizing particles (MIPs). According to a simulation [5], the gas gain of the μ-PIC with a new electrode structure is expected to be three-times higher than that of the previous μ-PICs, and then the recoil electron tracks are expected to be more precise.

We have, thus, developed the electrode structure of the μ-PIC readout using a new manufacture technology in order to improve the gas gain. The properties of the μ-PIC with the new electrodes have been studied, and a three-times higher gas gain than that of the previous μ-PIC has been obtained, which is in good agreement with the simulation. Moreover, a good gain uniformity and spatial resolution have been achieved.

In this paper, the performance of the μ-PIC with the new electrode structure applied to the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector is described.

II. MEV GAMMA-RAY IMAGING DETECTOR

A. Concept of Gamma-Ray Reconstruction

Fig. 1 shows a conceptual structure of the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector with electron tracking in the Compton scattering process and the principle of the incident gamma-ray reconstruction. A micro-TPC with the μ-PIC readout is enclosed by a position sensitive scintillation camera.

If Compton scattering occurs in the gases, both the three-dimensional track (⃗r) and the energy of the recoil electron (E_r) are measured by the micro-TPC, while the position (⃗r_d) and energy of the scattered gamma-ray (E_d) are measured by the scintillation camera. The start and end points of the recoil electron track are distinguished by the difference in the energy deposit. The scattering angle of the gamma-ray (⃗θ), defined as the angle...
between the incident and scattered gamma-ray (\( \gamma' \) and \( \gamma'' \)), is calculated by the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\cos \phi &= 1 - \frac{m_e c^2}{E_\gamma} \left( \frac{1}{E_{\gamma'}} - \frac{1}{E_\gamma} \right), \\
E_{\gamma'} &= E_{\gamma'} + E_e,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E_\gamma \) is the energy of the incident gamma-ray, and \( m_e \) is the mass of the electron. Since we can determine not only the angle \( \phi \), but also another angle \( \delta \) between the projected vectors of the recoil electron and the incident gamma-ray on the normal plane to the scattered gamma-ray, a full reconstruction of the incident gamma-ray can be realized. We also have a redundant measured value \( \alpha \) that can be used for background rejection (hereafter called "\( \alpha \)-cut") from the consistency of the measured \( \alpha \) and the calculated one such as,

\[
\cos \alpha = \left( 1 - \frac{m_e c^2}{E_{\gamma'}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{E_e}{E_e + 2m_e c^2}},
\]

Since no collimators are necessary, a large field of view can be realized.

**B. Prototype of the MeV Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector**

We developed a prototype of the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector with a micro-TPC of \( 10 \times 10 \times 8 \) cm\(^3\) volume and an NaI(Tl) scintillator of \( 10 \times 10 \times 2.5 \) cm\(^3\) size read by 25 single anode PMTs of \( \phi \)-diameters as shown in Fig. 2.

The micro-TPC consists of a \( 10 \times 10 \) cm\(^2\) \( \mu \)-PIC and a drift length of 8 cm. The \( \mu \)-PIC is a gaseous two-dimensional position-sensitive detector manufactured by printed circuit board (PCB) technology [6], [7]. With PCB technology, large area detectors could be mass-produced cheaply. A schematic structure of the \( \mu \)-PIC is shown in Fig. 3. Anode and cathode strips are formed orthogonally on both sides of a 100 \( \mu \)m thick polyimide substrate with a pitch of 400 \( \mu \)m. The cathode strip has circular holes with a diameter of 260 \( \mu \)m. The anode pillars are grown on the anode strip through the substrate at the center of each cathode hole using electrochemical metal deposition. A gas avalanche occurs around the anode pillar due to a strong electric field. On the other hand, the electric field is weaker at the edge of the cathode because of its longer circumference. This structure should provide a higher gas gain than a microstrip gas chamber (MSGC [8], [9]) without any serious damages that can occur in an MSGC in the case of a discharge event. We have already examined the performance of several \( \mu \)-PICs with various structures of electrodes [10]. In a previous performance test, a maximum gas gain of \( 1.5 \times 10^4 \) and a long term stability over 1000 hours at a gas gain of 5000 were achieved for an Ar-C\(_2\)H\(_6\) (80:20) gas mixture [11] without any other intermediate gas multipliers, such as Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs).
PIC is expected to allow a 2.5 cm PIC consisting of Hamamatsu R1166 PMTs. We are now planning to obtain almost all of the Cs signals from the micro-TPC exist within 2 keV gamma-rays are 9% and 7.5 mm, respectively. When hit position resolutions (FWHM) of the scintillation camera for 662 keV gamma-rays was treated as a known parameter. In an off-line analysis, we required the hit positions of both fiducial volumes of the micro-TPC, the minimum number of hit positions of the track in the micro-TPC (at least three points per track), and the scintillation camera, and the kinematical constraint of the angle. Since the energy calibration of the micro-TPC was not sufficiently accurate to sum with the energy of the scintillation camera, the initial energy of gamma-rays (662 keV) was treated as a known parameter. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of two angles of reconstructed events taken by the prototype MeV gamma-ray detector. An off-line analysis, we required the hit positions of both fiducial volumes of the micro-TPC, the minimum number of hit positions of the track in the micro-TPC (at least three points per track), and the scintillation camera, and the kinematical constraint of the angle. Since the energy calibration of the micro-TPC was not sufficiently accurate to sum with the energy of the scintillation camera, the initial energy of gamma-rays (662 keV) was treated as a known parameter. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of two angles of reconstructed events taken by the prototype MeV gamma-ray detector. The angular resolutions of this prototype MeV gamma-ray detector were limited mainly by the tracking accuracy of the micro-TPC for MIPs, which is determined by the gas gain of the micro-TPC. In order to improve the gas gain, we have developed the electrode structure of the micro-TPC using the new manufacture technology.

Fig. 5. Angular resolutions of two angles for gamma-ray reconstruction, $\phi$ (a) and $\delta$ (b). The dotted-lines, dashed-lines, and solid-ones show the raw data, after applying cuts of the fiducial volume and tracks with the small number of hits, and also after $\alpha$-cuts, respectively. Two reconstructed images were plotted (c), where a shift of the source position (40 degrees) was obviously seen.

[12] This simple structure of the PIC is expected to allow a stable operation for detecting high $dE/dx$ particles to be possible. A data acquisition (DAQ) system for the PIC consisting of amplifier-shaper-discriminator (ASD) cards, a position encoding module and a VME memory module was developed [13]. The ASD cards based on the ASD IC for the Thin Gap Chamber (TGC-ASD) in the LHC ATLAS Experiment have been developed so that the integration constant is suitable for the PIC [14]. Signals from the PIC are amplified and discriminated by the ASD cards. Discriminated signals (LVDS-level pulse) are encoded by the position encoding module consisting of five field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and are recorded by the memory module with an internal clock of 20 MHz. Analog signals from the 16 cathode strips are summed and digitized by the 100 MHz flash ADC (FADC; REPIC RPV-160) to determine the event energy.

The scintillation camera for detecting the scattered gammarays consists of a $10 \times 10 \times 2.5$ cm$^3$ NaI(Tl) plate and an array of $5 \times 5 \times 4.5$ Hamamatsu R1166 PMTs. We are now planning to improve the scintillation camera covering only the bottom of the micro-TPC (Fig. 2) so that four sides will be covered with it. Each signal from the PMT is recorded by a peak hold ADC (PHADC) after pulse shaping, and the center of gravity of the position is interpolated from these pulse heights. The energy and position resolutions (FWHM) of the scintillation camera, data from both the micro-TPC and the scintillation camera are recorded.

We studied the imaging performance of the prototype MeV gamma-ray detector with a radio isotope (RI) source of $^{137}$Cs (662 keV). The micro-TPC was filled with Ar-$C_2H_6$ (80:20) gas at 1 atm. The RI source was placed 5 cm away from the opposite side of the micro-TPC, which faced the scintillation camera in order to effectively collect the forward scattering events. Recoil electron tracks were reconstructed by connecting hit points obtained from the PIC readout in order of the recording time. Fig. 4 shows one of the well-reconstructed events taken by the prototype MeV gamma-ray detector. The angular resolutions of this prototype MeV gamma-ray detector were limited mainly by the tracking accuracy of the micro-TPC for MIPs, which is determined by the gas gain of the PIC. In order to improve the gas gain, we have developed the electrode structure of the PIC using the new manufacture technology.
Fig. 6. Manufacture process of the new $\mu$-PIC. First, the whole surface of the substrate is covered with a copper layer by electroless plating (a), and via-fill plating (b). Second, the whole surface of the substrate is etched until its thickness is reduced to $\sim 10 \mu m$ (c). Last, anode and cathode electrodes are etched together (d).

III. $\mu$-PIC WITH THE NEW ELECTRODES

A. Optimization of the Electrodes

An optimum electrode structure was investigated using Maxwell 3D Field Simulator [15] and Garfield [16]. According to a simulation, the previous $\mu$-PIC, whose anode pillars end 20 $\mu m$ below the surface of the substrate, suffers from gas gain degradation because a large fraction of electron cloud due to incident particles does not reach the anodes [17]. The collection efficiency of the electrons is estimated to be only 30%. On the contrary, an efficiency of 97% is expected to be achieved if the tops of the anodes are 10 $\mu m$ higher than the surface of the substrate [5].

Since manufacturing this type of anode electrode by the conventional technology has certain difficulties, a new technology is used. In this new technology, the anode and cathode electrodes are etched after the whole substrate surface is covered with a copper layer by electroless plating and via-fill plating as shown in Fig. 6. A new $\mu$-PIC with a detection area of 10 $\times$ 10 cm$^2$ has been manufactured using this new technology. The development of this new type of $\mu$-PIC with a detection area of 30 $\times$ 30 cm$^2$ is also now in progress.

B. Performance of the New $\mu$-PIC

We irradiated with a noncollimated radioactive source of $^{55}$Fe and measured the output charge from 32 $\times$ 256 pixels of the new $\mu$-PIC in an Ar-C$_2$H$_6$ (80:20) gas mixture of atmospheric pressure. From the obtained values of the charges, the gas gains of the new $\mu$-PIC are calculated and plotted as a function of the anode voltage in Fig. 7. As a result, a three-times higher gas gain than that of the previous $\mu$-PIC was achieved. This result is in good consistency with the estimation of the 3D simulation. In Fig. 8, the gain map in which each divided region represents the gas gain obtained from 32 $\times$ 32 pixels is shown. The gas gain in the whole detection area was uniform within 7% ($\sigma$). The gain uniformity was significantly improved compared with that of the previous $\mu$-PIC.

In Fig. 9, the energy spectrum obtained from the whole detection area (10 $\times$ 10 cm$^2$) by irradiating the X-ray source of $^{55}$Fe is shown. The energy resolution is 30% (FWHM) for the 5.9 keV X-rays.

We took the X-ray image of the test chart with the X-ray generator (Kevex X-Ray CU028, tungsten target). The acceleration voltage of the X-ray generator was 12 kV with 1 mm thick aluminum filtering low energy X-rays. In order to achieve clear images, we used gas mixture of Xe-C$_2$H$_6$ (70:30) at 1 atm. The practical range of the 12 keV electron in argon gas is 1 mm, while that in xenon gas is 0.2 mm. The detection depth was set to be 2 mm. The test chart is 5 $\times$ 5 cm$^2$ area, and slits of various widths are scribed in the 0.05 mm thick lead layer on the plastic.
Fig. 10. X-ray image of the test chart and the projected image along the 0.5 mm slits.

Fig. 11. Projected image of the test chart edge and the best fit function of \( a_1 + a_2 \cdot \text{erf}(x - a_3)/\sqrt{2a_4} \), where \( \text{erf}(x) = 1/\sqrt{\pi} \cdot \int_0^x \exp(-t^2)dt \) is the error function and \( a_1, a_2, a_3 \) and \( a_4 \) are the fitting parameters.

plate. Fig. 10 shows the obtained X-ray image and the projected image along the 0.5 mm slits. The slits of 0.5 mm width are clearly separated.

We measured the spatial resolution by the knife edge method. In order to reduce the range of the electrons, the acceleration voltage of the X-ray generator was set at 10 kV for this measurement. The active area was set to be 8 \( \times \) 8 cm\(^2\), and the test chart image was projected along one of the edges for 2 cm. Fig. 11 shows the profile of the test chart edge and the best fit function of \( a_1 + a_2 \cdot \text{erf}(x - a_3)/\sqrt{2a_4} \), where \( \text{erf}(x) = 1/\sqrt{\pi} \cdot \int_0^x \exp(-t^2)dt \) is the error function and \( a_1, a_2, a_3 \) and \( a_4 \) are the fitting parameters. The calculated spatial resolution (\( a_4 \)) was 120 \( \mu \)m (RMS). This result is close to the theoretical limit of the spatial resolution expected as the formula, \( \sigma = d/\sqrt{12} = 115 \mu m \), where \( d = 400 \mu m \) is the electrode pitch.

IV. Conclusion

We have developed the 10 \( \times \) 10 cm\(^2\) \( \mu \)-PIC with the new electrode structure using the new manufacture technology. A three-times higher gas gain than that of the previous \( \mu \)-PIC, which is enough to detect MIPs for the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector and a good gain uniformity of 7% (RMS) has been achieved. The energy resolution obtained from the whole detection area (10 \( \times \) 10 cm\(^2\)) was 30% (FWHM) for the 5.9 keV X-rays. As an X-ray imaging detector, a good spatial resolution of 120 \( \mu \)m (RMS), which is close to the theoretical limit with 400 \( \mu \)m pitch electrodes has been obtained. A large area (30 \( \times \) 30 cm\(^2\)) \( \mu \)-PIC with this new type of electrode is now being manufactured. We are also developing a new scintillation camera enclosing five surfaces of the micro-TPC. From these improvements and a suitable integration constant of ASD cards [14], the angular resolutions of the MeV gamma-ray imaging detector are expected to be less than 10 degrees above 500 keV.
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